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1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a vast literature concerning comparison principles of various 
types for ordinary and partial differential equations and for systems of such 
equations. Many of these results are for second-order equations. Sturmian- 
type comparison and oscillation results are obtained by means of 
variational principles for suitable quadratic functionals in [ 13, 14, 31 and 
references cited therein and by means of a Green’s formula for higher-order 
elliptic equations in [ 1, 21. A global-type comparison result for two 
functions related by a second-order, quasilinear, elliptic partial differential 
operator which follows from the maximum principle for linear elliptic 
equations is presented in [4]. In [7], McNabb presents a strong form of a 
global-type comparison principle by Hopfs theorem [S]. Further, one 
might compare the solution of a given nonlinear boundary value problem 
with the solution of a simpler linear problem defined on the same domain 
as was accomplished in [9 J by using the Hopf principle and some 
specialized maximum principles developed for the torsion problem in [S] 
and the fixed membrane problem in [IO]. For some additional references 
and applications, one may consult [ 111. 
Our interest here is in the development of a global-type comparison 
principle for the class of fourth-order elliptic partial differential equations 
of the form 
-&(Llu)+.f(& u)=O, 
where L, and L, are two uniformly elliptic operators, by means of a 
minimum principle for a system of two second-order elliptic differential 
inequalities. After the derivation of the principle and a necessary condition 
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for the validity of such in Section 2, we discuss several consequences of the 
principle in Section 3. The equation, method, and some of the consequen- 
ces presented here differ from similar results obtained in [S]. 
2. PRINCIPLE 
Let Sz be a bounded domain in Euclidean n-space R” with boundary ZJ 
and let L, and L, be two uniformly elliptic operators defined by 
(2.1) 
in 0, where the coefficients Q+ bi, A,, Bi are uniformly bounded in f2 and 
where we employ the summation convention, i.e., a repeated index in a 
term indicates summation over that index from 1 to n. By uniformly elliptic 
in Q we mean that the coefficient matrix of the principal part of the 
operator is symmetric and satisfies an inequality of the form 
where p is a positive constant. We shall also use the comma notation to 
indicate partial differentiation, i.e., u,~ = au/ax, and u,~ = a2u/8xi ax,. 
We now suppose that u and u are two functions in C4(sZ) n C2(0) which 
satisfy 
UL,u)+f(x, U)6L,(L,u)+f(x, 01, in 9, (2.2) 
ud v, L,ud L,v, on asz, (2.3) 
where f satisfies the derivative condition 
af fz(x, 2) :=-(x, z)dO, 
aZ 
in QxR’. 
If we let M: = u - u and W= -L1 w, then from (2.2) we obtain the system 
L,w+ w=o in 6, (2.4) 
L,w-fz(x,z)wdo, in Q, (2.5) 
where Z is some value between u and v. 
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Let q and Q be two sufficiently smooth positive functions in 0 which are 
otherwise unspecified at this time, and define 
P = w/q, p= W/Q, in 0. (2.6) 
We calculate 
and then form (where we suppress arguments) 
L,~=a~p.~+ bip.i 









A similar calculation on P results in 
Now, upon substitution in (2.4), (2.5), we obtain 
%p+(L,q)p+QP=O in 6, 
~f’-dz(x,~)p+(L2Q,P~0, in 52, 
where 
(2.7) 
d%;p := q&p + 2aijq,;p,j, 
ZzP:=QL,P+2A,Q,,P,,. 
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In order to justify the conditions for the validity of the minimum principle 
for elliptic systems [ 111, we ask that 
L,q+QGO, 
L, Q - fz(x, 4 q Q 0, 
(2.8) 
in Sz. Since from (2.3) and (2.6) we have p > 0, P >/ 0 on 852, it follows from 
the minimum principle applied to the system (2.7) that p 20, PZO in 0 
and hence that w 3 0, W > 0 in a. We thus conclude that u < v, as well as 
L, u > L,v, in Q. We summarize this in the following global-type com- 
parison result. 
THEOREM. Suppose there exist positive functions q and Q satisfying (2.8) 
where f,(x, z) < 0 in !S x R’. Zf u, v E C4(s2) n C2(a) satisfy (2.2) and (2.3) 
for uniformly elliptic operators L, and L, defined in (2.1), then u 6 v and 
L,u>,L,v in 6. 
We now give an example where it is possible to find functions q and Q 
such that (2.8) is satisfied. Let L, = ad and L, = A, where d is the n-dimen- 
sional Laplacian and a(x) is a positive C2 function, and f(x, u) = cu, where 
c(x) is nonpositive. Hence we consider 
A(a(x) Au) + c(x) u < A(a(x) Au) + c(x) v, in 0, 
u 6 f-4 Au b Au, on a52. 
Let fi* be a domain which completely contains Sz, i.e., s?i c 52*, and let 
A* and ‘p* denote the first eigenvalue and eigenfunction, respectively, for 
the fixed membrane problem on s2*, i.e., 
Aq+kp=O inSZ*, cp=O onaQ*. 
It is well known that A* > 0 and that q*(x) > 0 in sZ*. We take q = (p* and 
let Q = Qoq*, where Q, is a constant to be determined so that (2.8) is 
satisfied, i.e., 
a(x) Av* + Qoso* 6 0, 
Qo &* - c(x) (P* G 0, 
in 52. Consequently, Q, must be chosen and the coefficients be such that 
-c(x) 
1*< Q, < a(x) A* 
is satisfied in Sz. Thus, in the case a(x) is the positive constant a,, we can 
choose Q,=a,,J.* provided -a,1 *2 < c(x) < 0, or if c(x) is the negative 
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constant cO, then we can choose Q, = -c,/A* provided a(x) 3 -c~/A*~. If 
both a(x) and c(x) are constants, then they must satisfy the condition 
u,/l** + cg 3 0, 
where a,>0 and c0 ~0. 
In fact, the condition 
u(x) 1 *2 + c(x) 3 0, in Q, (2.9) 
appears to be a necessary condition for the validity of the comparison 
principle since it must be stisfied in the constant coefficient case. That is, if 
A(u Au) + cu ,< A(a Au) + cv, in G?, 
u = 0, Au = Au, on ai-2, 
where a and c are constants such that a > 0 and c 6 0, implies that u 6 v in 
D, then ui* + c 3 0, where ,? is the first eigenvalue of the fixed membrane 
problem for 52. This follows since if we let cp denote the first eigenfunction 
of the fixed membrane problem for Sz and let 1.4 =u,cp, v = u,cp for positive 
constants q, < uO, then 
A(u Au) + CZJ = (cd.* + c) uoq, 
A(u Au) + CD = (ai’ + c) voq 
and hence al2 + c > 0. 
Clearly from the above discussion, we see that it is possible under the 
appropriate conditions to choose positive functions q and Q such that the 
global-type comparison principle is valid. 
3. CONSEQUENCES 
It is clear from the extremum principles for second-order elliptic 
operators that for u E C4(Q) n C*(a) which satisfy 
A’u>O (GO), in L?, 
u$O(dO), Au<0 (ko), on a52, 
we have u 2 0 ( <O)in 0. It follows from the comparison principle that one 
can deduce the nonnegativity (nonpositivity) of the solution u in the more 
general case 
L,(L,u) +f(x, u) 2 0 (GO), in Sa, 
ubO(60), L,uGO(>O), on af2, 
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provided that f(x, 0) > 0. Clearly, j’( x, u) = c(x) u3, where c(x) GO in Q 
would suffice. 
Another immediate consequence of the comparison principle is the 
uniqueness of the solution to the boundary value problem 
L,Wl u) + f(x, u) = 0, in Q, 
u = 0, L,u=O, on asz, 
where f,(x, z) < 0 in Q x R’ and f(x, 0) = 0 for x E 52. 
One can easily deduce a strong comparison principle from the theorem 
in Section 2. Since u<u and L,u~L,v in 0, we have L,(u-o)aO in B 
and u - u d 0 on aQ, so that by Hopf’s principle [6] either u < u in Q or 
2.43~ in 0. 
One can also utilize the comparison principle to approximate the 
solution to a boundary value problem of the form 
A(a(x) Aw) +f(x, w) = 0, in Q, 
w = G(x), Aw = H(x), on a0, (3.1) 
where we take L, = L, = A for simplicity and a and fare as in the previous 
case. Here we say cp is a lower solution to (3.1) if 
A(4x)Av)+f(x, cp)<O, in Q, 
‘P 6 G(x), Av 2 Wx), on 52, 
(3.2) 
and that $ is an upper solution to (3.1) if the inequalities are reversed in 
(3.2) when rp is replaced by $. Then by the comparison principle it follows 
that cp < w < I,+ in 0. We note that one can also approximate the Laplacian 
of w, i.e., Acp>Aw> A$ in 0. 
Finally, we observe that the comparison principle provides an alternative 
formulation for the monotone iteration scheme developed by Sattinger in 
[ 121 for the existence of a solution to the boundary value problem (3.1) 
when it is written as a system (see p. 998). Here, comparable to the 
construction of Theorem 2.1, we define a transformation T by u = Tu if 
44~) Au) = -f(x, ~1, in Q, 
u = G(x), Au = H(x), on aa. 
By our comparison principle, T is a monotone map and thus we can obtain 
an increasing sequence of lower solutions and a decreasing sequence of 
upper solutions. We omit the details since they are similar to [12]. We 
further note that this provides a scheme for improving the approximations 
mentioned above. 
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We have indicated some consequences of the principle in Section 2. 
Basically, it appears that whatever consequences follow from the maximum 
principle for second-order operators also follow here. One could extend the 
ideas to higher-order operators and possibly to more general operators and 
alternative boundary conditions. 
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